
	

 

 
 

RUNCAMP 18! 

Welcome. Every year this Runcamp provides the ultimate 
run training experience and in 2018 its set the be the best 
yet. Expressions of interest ran hot and we have 43 
confirmed runners for this year’s camp. All levels and from 
many locations. 

 Join leading distance runner and Coach Vlad Shatrov, 7 
experienced and highly accredited run training coaches from 
Runlab and Runlab partners HOKA, Pace Athletic and Air 
relax Australia for edition 3! 

Vlad has represented Australia on numerous occasions in 
Triathlon and Running and in 2017 won the Pace UTA 22 in 
record time. In 2013 Vlad also won the inaugural UTA 50. 
Vlad also took out 6-foot track in 2017 in what was an epic 
run with Courtney Atkinson. Vlad is the official trainer of the 
Blackmore’s running festival and completed his first 100km 
race breaking the previous GNW100 race record last year. In 
short – you will be coached and guided by one of the leading 
run Coaches and Athletes in Australia. “To have you come 
and join me with my Runlab coaches and partners is a 
privilege. This camp is a key part of my own preparation for 
what I’m planning will be an incredible 2018 including 
Tarawera 102km, Comrades Marathon, 6-foot track and 
UTA22. Like you I have to prepare well if I am going to run 
near my potential”. 

In fact all of our Coaches are highly accredited runners and 
or athletes in their own right too having completed Ultra 
Marathons right through to Triathlons  to the highest level.  



	

 

 

This is a resource you are encouraged to tap into during the 
event. FYI  specifically doing UTA in 2018 in the Coaching 
ranks are 

Justin, Renae, Luca 100km 

Vlad, Mitch, Scotty, 22km 

 

 

 

 

 

What 

RUNCAMP18 

Where 

Katoomba, Blue Mountains NSW Australia. YHA Katoomba 
207 Katoomba St, Katoomba NSW 2780 Phone: (02) 4782 
1416 

When 

Saturday 13th – Sunday 14th January 2018 

Schedule 



	

 

 

 

 

Inclusions 

8 Coaches – 3 running sessions – expert guidance, 
knowledge and preparation for any running event with a 
focus on the UTA course and the 6 Foot Track course. 

1 Nights Accommodation at Katoomba YHA. Note 
accommodation is clean and comfortable dorm style rooms 
with clean-shared bathroom facilities. A Kitchen is available 
for storage and meal preparation for any additional meals  



	

 

 

2 full days of training 

2 educational seminars. 

1. Nutrition for endurance events, by accredited sports 
dietician REBECCA WILLIAMS “Nutrition for runners, 
what to eat to improve performance 

2. Gear and Mandatory gear, by Pace Athletic Stu 
Sleeman. 

Lunch Day 1 and breakfast Day 2 (After your run) 

HOKA footwear testing and demo 

PACE onsite runners stall setup in the conference room 
(Sunday post talk) 

Runlab/Pace collaboration event only Long Sleeve top 

Cost and Entry. 

Cost is $339 and entry is available on the Runlab Website 
under EVENTS http://runlab.com.au/events/runcamp/ 

 

 

 

Additional nutrition testing 

Simple	hydration	test	$50.00pp	

Runners	wishing	to	participate	in	the	Simple	hydration	testing	will	provide	a	urine	sample	prior	
to	the	Saturday	morning	run	and	will	be	weighed	before	and	after	the	run.	Results	of	the		



	

	

	

hydration	status	and	recommendation	for	fluid	intake	prior	to	commencing	the	run.	The	pre-	
and	post-run	weigh-ins	will	be	used	to	determine	the	hourly	fluid	losses.	Results	will	also	include	
a	suggested	hydration	plan	for	future	races.	

	Full	hydration	test	(includes	simple	test	and	sweat	electrolyte	testing	
**Camp	Special	$179.00pp**	(usual	cost	$229.00)	

Runners	at	the	camp	will	also	have	the	option	to	have	their	sweat	electrolyte	concentrations	
measured.	This	will	involve	having	an	absorbent	patch	applied	prior	to	the	run	and	removed	30-
60mins	into	the	run.	Results	include	those	from	the	Simple	hydration	testing	PLUS	sweat	sodium	
losses	and	suggested	replacement	strategy.	Guidance	will	also	be	provided	on	how	results	can	
be	transferred	to	different	racing	conditions.	

		

Runners	attending	the	camp	will	be	offered	a	20%	discount	on	consultations	with	the	dietician	
(Newcastle	location)	if	booked	and	attended	within	6	weeks	of	the	cam	

 

  

WOW! 

As official UTA affiliated Coaches – Runlab has 10 
guaranteed entries into UTA 2018. Yes even though the 
50km and 100km events are already sold out – We can still 
get you into UTA 2018. Note that the entry fee still has to be 
payed by you. These can be claimed by emailing 
vlad@runlab.com.au after you have entered the camp and 
will simply be offered in order until all 10 are taken. 

 

 

 

 



	

 

STANDARDS*  

Experienced and Novice runners will be at the Camp and we 
will split the groups to maximize your training effect. The 
running sessions however are still challenging for all groups 
and as such you should be running regularly in the lead-up 
to the Camp to get the most of it and not get injured. If you 
are unsure of being able to complete the Pace UTA 22km 
run course on the Sunday, speak to vlad@runlab.com.au 
(0421003040) prior to entry please.  

 

 

 
	


